CARS in Places

Written and Illustrated by Mackenzie Mitchell
My name is Turner the Traffic Light. I like about this road. My job is to keep my block safe. I tell cars when they must stop and go. I shine when the sun is at its height, and I glow when the moon is large. I am always patrolling my little street and observing all of the cars. And I often wonder where those cars are going.
A flash of lights - zoom! Cars move to let these two by.
A rebellious orange car is speeding while a police car flies behind.
I can imagine where these cars are going...
This car is road-ready for the long route it will follow. Its passengers are fixed, and they await their time on the road.

I wonder where that car is going...

The young couple buckled inside just need some moments away. They’ll pass the hours in their favorite car and use it as a brief escape. The bumps and the turns along their route won’t lead them astray. They are looking forward to the journey, not the destination in place.